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Little is known of George Campbell except for his 1728 paper on “impossible” roots of 
requations, which preceded one by Cohn Maclaurin on the same subject. Maclaurin pri- 
vately accused Campbell of plagiarism, which soon thereafter led to a public priority dis- 
pute. This paper discusses two mathematical works by Campbell which have not been 
previously reported: a manuscript volume of lecture notes, apparently from a time when he 
was a private tutor at the University of Edinburgh, and a published paper in which he 
produced a new result regarding complex roots of equations almost thirty years before its 
apparent rediscovery by Edward Waring. The biographical gleanings of S. Mills (Archivefor 
History ofExact Sciences 28, 149-164 (1983)) R. V. Wallis and P. J. Wallis, Biobibliography 
of British Mathematics and Its Applications, Part II: 1701-1760, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 
1986), are also supplemented with a modest amount of new material, including a letter to the 
Duke of Newcastle, dated 1754, and some genealogical data which identify some probable 
family connections, although his date and place of birth remain uncertain. o 191 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
Wenig ist tiber George Campbell bekannt, abgesehen von seinem 1728 veroffentlichten 
Aufsatz Uber komplexe Gleichungswurzeln, dem ein Aufsatz von Cohn Maclaurin i.iber 
dasselbe Thema vorausging. Deshalb beschuldigte Maclaurin privat Campbell des Plagiats, 
woraus bald spater ein offentlicher Priorittitsstreit wurde. Der Aufsatz erortert zwei mathe- 
matische Arbeiten von Campbell, die bisher nicht erortert wurden: einen Band mit hand- 
schriftlichen Vorlesungsaufzeichnungen, offensichtlich aus der Zeit, als er privater Tutor an 
der Universitat von Edinburgh war, und einen veroffentlichten Artikel, in dem er ein neues 
Ergebnis tiber komlexe Gleichungswurzeln erzahlte, fast 30 Jahre vor dessen Wiederent- 
deckung durch Edward Waring. Die biographischen Mitteilungen von S. Mills (Archive for 
History ofExact Sciences 28, 149-164 (1983)) und R. V. Wallis und P. J. Wallis, Biobibli- 
ography of British Mathematics and Its Applications, Part II: 1701-1760, Newcastle-upon- 
Tyne, 1986) werden durch einiges neue Material erganzt, einschlie8lich eines Briefes aus 
dem Jahre 1754 an den Herzog von Newcastle und einiger genealogischer Angaben, die 
bestimmte wahrscheinliche Familienverbindungen belegen, obwohl sein Geburtsdatum und 
Geburtsort unbestimmt bleiben. o 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
11 y a peu de renseignements a propos de George Campbell, a part ceux concernant son 
article de 1728 Q propos des racines “impossibles” des equations, paru en avant d’un article 
de Colin Maclaurin du mCme sujet, incitation au demier a lui accuser du plagiarisme, 
aboutant a une dispute publique de prior% Ici on annonce la decouverte de deux ouvrages 
jusqu’ici inconnus- un tome manuscrit de ses lectures d’algbbre, tvidemment ecrit pendant 
ce qu’il Ctait repetiteur a Edinburgh, et un article dans lequel Campbell donne une methode 
nouvelle pour deteger des racines complexes, presque trente ans en avant de sa red& 
couverte par Edward Waring. Les materiaux maigres biographiques de S. Mills (Archivefor 
History ofExact Sciences 28, 149-164 (1986) et de R. V. Wallis et P. J. Wallis, Biobibli- 
ography of British Mathematics and Its Applications, Part II: 1701-1760, Newcastle-upon- 
Tyne, 1986) sont augment& de quelques decouvertes nouvelles, ci-inclus une lettre au due 
de Newcastle, 1754, et des recherches gentalogiques dont on deduit les noms de ses parents, 
neanmoins l’annee et le lieu de sa naissance restent inconnus. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Living at a time when Scottish mathematics was dominated by Colin Maclaurin 
and James Stirling, George Campbell-“ about whom the Histories of the Camp- 
bell Clan are silent, in spite of the fact that he was a Fellow of the Royal Society, 
being elected in 1730” [Tweedie 1922, 193]-remains a biograpical enigma. Until 
recently he was known only for a single paper [ 17281 containing the first proof of 
“Newton’s Rule” for detecting complex roots of equations, and for a priority 
dispute [Campbell 1729a, Maclaurin 17301 with Maclaurin, who had written two 
papers [ 1726; 17291 on the same subject. Our meager knowledge of George Camp- 
bell is summarized, in seven lines of text and three bibliographic entries, by Wallis 
and Wallis [ 19861. 
This paper discusses a previously overlooked mathematical publication [Camp- 
bell 17331 and two newly discovered primary sources-a volume of lecture notes, 
dated 1723, and a letter to the Duke of Newcastle, dated 1754. In addition, genea- 
logical information from Campbell’s will provides a basis for some reasonably 
well-grounded conjectures regarding his parents and his family connections. 
CAMPBELL VS. MACLAURIN: THE BACKGROUND 
In 1721, Colin Maclaurin, who had held the Chair of Mathematics at Aberdeen 
since 1717, was invited by Lord Polwarth to serve at tutor to his son, George 
Hume-Campbell, a position that would involve travel on the Continent for a 
lengthy period of time. Alexander Hume, Lord Polwarth and Earl of Marchmont, 
styled himself Hume-Campbell after marrying Margaret, daughter of Sir George 
Campbell of Cessnock (Ayrshire) in 1697 [Gibbs 1932,461]. This is one of several 
namesakes who, as contemporaries of George Campbell, F.R.S., may have added 
to the confusion about his identity. Cantor [ 18981 entertained the hypothesis that a 
theologian named George Campbell wrote the 1728 paper, but finally had to reject 
it because the latter’s dates were 1719-1796. Without resigning his post, or even 
requesting a leave of absence, Maclaurin spent the next three years in France. 
Upon the untimely death of his pupil in 1724 he returned to Aberdeen, where his 
classes were being taught by Daniel Gordon (d. 1729). He was compelled to 
appear before a rather hostile Council, to whom he apologized for his absence and 
by whom he was ‘ ‘reponed,” albeit grudgingly [Tweedie 1915, 1351. His derelic- 
tion of duty may have been officially forgiven but it was evidently not forgotten, 
and when he learned in 1725 that Edinburgh was looking for someone to replace 
the ailing James Gregory (usually identified by the epithet sccundu~, to distinguish 
him from his better known uncle), he saw it as a means of escape from his 
uncomfortable situation at Aberdeen. Maclaurin, however, was not the only can- 
didate for the post. George Campbell was a strong contender, and probably would 
have been selected but for intervention by Sir Isaac Newton: 
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Mr Conduite, Sir Isaack Newton’s nephew . . . , who has all his papers in his hand, is 
designed to publish his Life at a great lenth. Mr Conduite has lately write doun to Mr Colin 
M’Laurin . . . desiring his allouance to publish, in his Life, a passage which Mr M’Laurine is 
concerned in. It is this: When Mr M’Laurine was upone the call from Aberdeen to Edinburgh, 
P[rovost] Campbell was then in the chaire, and had a mind to bring in Mr Campbell, but was 
disappointed. Many difficultys wer raised about paying a sellary to Mr Gregory, and Mr 
M’Laurin also, by Provest Campbell, and some others in the Magistracy. Sir Isaack had 
recommended Mr M’Laurin to Edinburgh, and had a peculiar liking to him. And hearing that 
the matter was like to meet with rubs, and the difficulty was hou to get a sellary to Mr 
M’Laurin and Mr Gregory both, resolved to interpose, without any application at all from Mr 
M’Laurin or his friends, who never heard of it till Mr Conduit’s letter informed them; and Sir 
Isaack informed himself whom in Edinburgh it was proper to him to apply to; and being told 
John Campbell was Provest, he wrote to him, and reserved a copy of his letter among his 
papers, with some hints on the back, giving the above occasion of it. Theirin, after comple- 
ments, and expressing his concern for Mr M’Laurin’s settlement, he offers, for the encourag- 
ing of the settlement of Mr M’Laurin . . . , to settle twenty pound sterling a year on Mr 
M’Laurin during life, and alloues the Provest to shew this letter to all concerned. [Wodrow 
1843, 215-2161 
The Provost did not show the letter to those concerned (Maclaurin later ex- 
pressed belief that he had deliberately “suppressed it” [Maclaurin 1982, 33]), and 
Newton’s offer was declined. Ordinarily one would expect John Campbell, Pro- 
vost of Edinburgh for six years between 1715 and 1725, knighted in 1716 for his 
services to the Crown during the 1715 rebellion [Maitland 1753, 227; GM, June 
1739, 3271, to prevail, but Newton’s strong support of Maclaurin evidently tipped 
the balance. Maclaurin became joint professor in November of 1725, sharing the 
chair (and the salary) until Gregory’s death. (Following Grant 11884, 2981, who 
said that the joint professorship lasted seventeen years, Stewart [WOl] listed 
Gregory’s dates as April 29, 1666-1742; in [SM, April 1744, 1511 his obituary date 
of March 21, 1744, appears with the note that the professorship at last was solely 
Maclaurin’s.) It is easy to see how Campbell could have been embittered by this 
turn of events, the more so since again Maclaurin simply walked away from his 
Aberdeen duties, the Council only learning of the defection “by the Publict News 
Prints” the following January [Anderson 1889, 1473. 
CAMPBELL VS. MACLAURIN: THE MATHEMATICS 
Newton’s Rule is a method to decide whether or not a given equation has 
complex roots, by comparing the square of one coefficient, say Ci, with the 
product of the two adjacent coefficients Ci-1 and Ci+l, multiplied by a numerical 
factor whose value depends on the degree of the equation and the position of Ci. A 
sequence of signs is constructed, with “-” corresponding to the ith term if the 
square is less than the product, and “+” otherwise. (“+” signs are always given 
to the first and last positions in the sequence.) Then the given equation has at least 
as many complex roots as there are alternations (“ + - ” or “ - + ” subsequences) 
in the constructed sequence. Some twenty years after its original publication 
[Newton 17071 the rule was still unproven, and many cases were known of equa- 
tions having more complex roots than the rule would detect (sometimes it would 
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find none at all). There would thus be high acclaim for anyone who could prove 
the original rule, or derive a more effective one. 
Maciaurin [ 17261 proposed several lemmas which were, he felt, central to any 
proof of Newton’s Rule; an incomplete sentence at the end of his manuscript 
[Maclaurin 1982, 1791 indicates that he believed these lemmas by themselves led 
directly to Newton’s factors for the second and penultimate terms of any equa- 
tion. Prompted by Maclaurin’s paper, Campbell Cl7281 took a slightly different 
tack, and produced a series of formulas which generated all of Newton’s terms. 
He argued that the proof of Newton’s Rule followed directly from his Proposition 
I. Not content with this, he generalized his formulas to more complicated expres- 
sions involving more of the coefficients surrounding Ci, and produced a new rule 
with a higher probability of success, which included Newton’s as a special case. 
Stung by the appearance of Campbell’s paper, Maclaurin [1729] presented, 
without attribution, a proof that was essentially Campbell’s, He proceeded to 
analyze in detail the relationship between the coefficients and the roots (depend- 
ing on whether or not all of the roots were real), out of which emerged several 
improvements on Newton’s Rule, one of which (Proposition IX) was Campbell’s 
(again without attribution). 
Although Campbell had shown how Newton’s terms could be derived, New- 
ton’s Rule asserted not merely that the presence of some negative signs in the 
sequence indicates the presence of some complex roots, but also that there would 
be at least as many complex roots as there were alternations in the sequence. 
Campbell did not discuss this aspect of the rule: rather, he assumed 
without a shadow of proof, that if each of a set of criteria indicates the existence of some 
imaginary roots, a succession of sets of such criteria must indicate the existence of at least as 
many distinct imaginary pairs of roots as there are such sets . . . much as if, supposing a 
number of dogs to be making a point in the same field, the existence could be assumed of as 
many birds as pointers. [Sylvester 1864, BO] 
(While Campbell asserted that a proof of Newton’s Rule would follow directly 
from his Proposition I, Maclaurin only claimed that the multipliers used by New- 
ton were derivable from his Proposition VII, and in some of his correspondence 
noted that a full proof of Newton’s Rule would be much more difficult.) 
Sylvester [1865] completed the proof of Newton’s Rule, but this was something 
of an anticlimax, coming several years after publication of the Borchardt-Jacobi 
Theorem. In the spirit of Newton’s Rule, Borchardt [1847] derived a sign se- 
quence which always correctly determines the exact number of complex roots 
from the principal minors of the discriminant matrix, whose elements are the 
power sums of the equation’s roots. The discriminant matrix itself, and nearly half 
of its principal minors, involve power sums whose order is equal to or greater than 
the degree of the equation, and thus which are linearly dependent on all of the 
given ‘equation’s coefficients. One could probably generate an “impossibility 
proof” that any such sequence of terms must include at least one which depends 
on all of the coefficients, otherwise it will not have predictive power comparable 
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to Borchardt’s. Campbell also seems to have appreciated that any rule has greater 
hope of success as it draws information from more coefficients at once, and his 
generalization of Newton’s Rule could use all coefficients in construction of at 
least one term. It is not clear whether either he or Maclaurin believed this to be 
absolutely necessary for a universally successful algorithm (or if only one term 
dependent on all coefficients is sufficient, for degree 3 or higher). 
Maclaurin had counterexamples to both Newton’s Rule and Campbell’s gener- 
alization. He gave several additional rules, which in some cases were better than 
either of the former ones. Campbell objected to the notion that all of Maclaurin’s 
rules must be tried in order to determine if an equation has complex roots: 
The Excellency of a Rule of this Sort, consists in Extensiveness to the proposed Design, and 
Simplicity; in this Respect, any of his Rules, instead of being preferable to either of ours, falls 
short of them. Either of our Rules is an extensive . . . as any of his, and much more simple, 
since either of ours is easily exprest, and applied to Practice, whereas any of his is too 
tedious, and involved in Algebraick Characters, to have the same Advantages. It was upon 
the account of such Defects, I rejected a general Theorem I at first lighted on, which compre- 
hends an Infinity of Rules for finding the impossible Roots of Equations, and, among the rest, 
those of Mr. M-n’s; and, in its Place, chose one of its simplest Cases, to wit, the Rule I have 
published. [Campbell 1729a, 61 
Campbell succeeded in finding counterexamples to each of the rules proposed 
by Maclaurin- no small achievement considering that the rules were indeed “te- 
dious, and involved in Algebraic Characters.” Maclaurin [ 17301 replied that 
Campbell had chosen the wrong rules to apply to his various examples. Mills has 
noted that in fact Campbell’s counterexamples prodded Maclaurin into setting 
down some clearer guidelines as to how his rules should be applied in specific 
cases. 
Maclaurin [ 1729, 771 showed one particular example for which, he claimed, one 
of his rules would detect the presence of complex roots, while both Newton’s and 
Campbell’s rules would fail. Campbell [1729a, lo] analyzed the example and found 
that Maclaurin was mistaken-his chosen rule, applied to the equation in ques- 
tion, would not detect any complex roots. Maclaurin [1730, 121 acknowledged the 
error, which he said was typographical: the equation x4 + 5x3 + 6x2 - x - 12 = 0 
should have been ti + 5x3 - 6x2 - x + 12 = 0. (Changing - 12 to + 12 makes the 
rest of the numerical work in Maclaurin’s example consistent; it turns out that the 
sign of 6x2 is immaterial.) Ironically, as Campbell was happy to point out, not only 
did the equation as originally printed defeat Newton’s and Campbell’s rules, 
neither did any of Maclaurin’s arsenal of rules notice that it had two complex 
roots. 
Campbell [1729a, 81 also presented an outline of an entirely different procedure 
for identifying complex roots, giving a cubic example. He made it clear that this 
was a preliminary announcement, to forestall Maclaurin from claiming this new 
discovery as his own. His description of the algorithm occupied only a short 
paragraph, and its importance only becomes evident in the light of a hitherto 
undiscovered paper [Campbell 17331, which will be discussed below. 
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CAMPBELL VS. MACLAURIN: THE POLEMICS 
Campbell’s Remarks have a rather bitter flavor to them, in contrast to Ma- 
claurin’s Defence, which is on the whole quite conciliatory. Campbell believed 
that Maclaurin should have acknowledged his priority of publication, and in let- 
ters to mutual acquaintances Maclaurin had voiced his concern that Campbell 
might have borrowed heavily from unpublished notes of Maclaurin’s that were 
widely circulated at the time. Campbell was not only falsely accused, he was 
insulted by the implication that he could not have derived such deep results by 
himself. With his reputation at stake, only a public retraction of private accusa- 
tions could set things right. Concluding his Remarks, he even insinuated that 
Maclaurin might himself have been guilty of plagiarism: 
. . . I have not only fairly wipt off the Charge of Plagiarism, but, if I be not mistaken, laid 
some Foundation for retorting it upon himself; for tho’ I would not willingly brand Mr. M-n 
(to whom however I cannot reckon myself much obliged) with so mean a Character as that of 
a Plagiary; yet, I confess, I cannot otherwise account for the near Resemblance, which his 
Demonstration of Sir Isaac’s Rule in Theorem 4 bears to my Demonstration of the same Rule. 
And I am more confirmed in the Suspicion, that there might be some foul Play in the matter, 
by his strange Conduct in departing from his proposed design; for in what he calls (contrary to 
all propriety of Phrase) a Continuation ofhisJirst Paper, instead of proceeding in the Demon- 
stration of Sir Isaac’s Rule, or the Relation between the Square of any Co-efficient M, and the 
Rectangle LN centered under the adjacent Coefficients, according to the Design he proposed 
to himself in his first Paper, he goes out of his Road, and falls straight to the Demonstration of 
my Rule, or the Relation between M and LN - KO + IP - HQ + &c., which I had published 
long before. . . . 
Upon the Matter, I could almost appeal to Mr. M-n’s best Friends, and, if he pleases, to his 
own second Thoughts, whether he has used me with all the Justice and Candor I might have 
expected from a Gentleman; or whether the mighty Concern he every where expresses in 
favour of his own Design can be constructed the mere Effect of a Zeal for the Advancement of 
Learning, or might not possibly have proceeded from some other Motive, not quite so 
commendable. [Campbell 1729a, 121 
(The final page of the document, the only known copy of which is at the National 
Library of Scotland, is badly smudged, and part of the above quotation is tenta- 
tively reconstructed from barely legible markings. In particular, “Effect” could 
be “Afflict,” and “might not possibly have” is an educated guess based on 
indistinct word shapes and what best fits with “proceeded” on the next line.) 
Maclaurin’s Defence patiently went through all Campbell’s mathematical argu- 
ments, refuting some, showing others to be equivalent to Maclaurin’s published 
theorems. Only Campbell’s new procedure, which was presented too sketchily for 
any extensive analysis, was ignored. Maclaurin actually reprinted some of his 
letters containing the remarks that Campbell had construed as accusations of 
plagiarism, contending that he never intended that interpretation, and going to 
great lengths to point out that in showing the superiority of his new rules, he had 
never mentioned Campbell by name. 
NEWLY DISCOVERED MATHEMATICAL WRITINGS 
(1) In the manuscript collections of the National Library of Scotland is a 35% 
page volume entitled “Dictats of Mr. Cambel concerning Algebra. Written by 
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James Primeros. Novr 12, 1723” [I]. The first four chapters deal with the a&h- 
metic of “algebraical quantitys” (i.e., signed numbers), and the next four with 
proportions, fractions, and extraction of roots. Lectures 9 and (unnumbered) 10 
(pp. 193-251) cover the arithmetic of surds and compound surds in considerable 
detail. Lecture 11 finally introduces the topic “Of Equations”, and Lectures 12- 
14 are concerned with techniques of elimination-a field in which Campbell was 
very proficient, as will be seen below. In Lecture 14 (p. 302) the scribe’s careful 
numbering of pages ceases: only a few even pages are numbered, and no numbers 
appear after page 322. Beginning on page (333) is an incomplete fifteenth lecture, 
“Of the transformation of adfected equations.” (His use of “adfected” leaves 
little doubt that Primeros’s lecturer was the same author whose 1728 paper is cited 
in OED 11933 I, 109; 1989 I, ISI] as a paradigm of the usage of that word.) 
(2) The most significant addendum to our knowledge of George Campbell’s 
mathematics is an original paper that appeared in a collection of reprints, accom- 
panied by editorial advice to the reader “to take notice, that the preceding paper 
. . . written by Mr. George Campbell, is not in the Philosophical Transactions, 
and was never printed till now” [Reid and Gray 1733,981. That this paper escaped 
the notice of any of Campbell’s contemporaries is not remarkable, since they 
would not have looked for original material in a volume of reprints. However, this 
circumstance confronts us with two historical facts which demand explanation: 
why would the editors want to include new material among their reprints, and why 
would an author choose to be published there rather than in a regular issue of the 
journal that was reprinted? 
In view of his public feud with Maclaurin, Campbell’s choice may have been 
forced: the Royal Society would not want to aid either combatant by publishing 
more material on the disputed subject, so Campbell’s new results probably could 
never appear there. Although he must have expected that no subscribers to the 
Philosophical Transactions would ever buy a volume of reprints, at least here he 
would be published, and could thereby solidify his claim to priority, should Ma- 
claurin ever publish something similar and again neglect to credit the result’s 
original discoverer. 
Reid & Gray’s motivations are less obvious, but can be inferred from some 
available information. First, this set of reprints was identified as “Volume VI”, as 
if it were the continuation of a series of such works. Another “Volume VI” 
[Eames & Martyn 17341 appeared a year later, with a title page almost identical to 
Reid & Gray’s, but the printers and publishers of the I734 volume lead me to 
conclude that they were the actual continuation of a series of reprints which had 
begun in 1705 under the editorship of John Lowthorp. There was, apparently, an 
attempt by Reid & Gray to copy the “look and feel” of the volume to be produced 
by Eames & Martyn, and by coming out a year earlier they doubtless hoped that 
buyers of earlier volumes in the series begun by Lowthorp would assume that this 
was the expected Volume VI, and the revenue would go to their publishers, Innis 
& Manby, instead of Eames & Martyn’s. Although this sounds like underhanded 
behavior, Reid & Gray’s motives may have been more honorable. Innis & Manby 
evidently were connected with the Royal Society, which probably derived little or 
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no revenue from the reprints in the series published by Brotherton and others; this 
project may have been initiated by the Royal Society in order to attain the finan- 
cial benefits it deserved from being the original publisher of the articles. Facing 
Reid & Gray’s title page, there was in fact a declaration signed by Campbell and 
Maclaurin among others, stating that the volume was “begun by our approbation 
and encouraged by the assistance of many members of the Royal Society, who 
have reviewed and improved their own papers”. (True to the advertisement, 
Maclaurin’s 11729,771 erroneous example was corrected in Reid & Gray’s reprint, 
but not in Eames & Martyn’s, nor in Bernard’s Latin translation appended to two 
later editions of Newton’s Arithmetica Universalis). This would legitimize the 
volume, in case an astute buyer or bookseller noticed that it was not actually part 
of the series that had been so well received in the past. However, even more value 
could be added to Reid & Gray’s volume, if the revisions and corrections were 
supplemented by actual new material, and evidently this is why they issued a call 
for papers to be added to the work. 
In this context it is now possible (aided by Tweedie’s [1915] discussion of the 
Braikenridge-Maclaurin controversy) to understand the significance of a letter 
from Gray to Maclaurin, dated November 25, 1732, to which Mills attached a 
footnote remarking on the obscurity of its allusions: 
I . . . inclosed a part of the abstract of your Supplement with a letter to Mr. Machin, which, 
as you desired, I copyed and gave to him. He is of the opinion that it will be improper to put 
any part of your Abstract into our Abridgment, especially as matters stand. [Tweedie 1922, 
72-73; Maclaurin 1982,45-461 
The Supplement, privately printed in 172 1, was to Maclaurin’s [ 17201 Geometria 
organica, containing the first statement of a geometrical theorem that William 
Braikenridge independently discovered about 1726. In late 1732 Maclaurin must 
have been aware that Braikenridge had a book in the press, in which the disputed 
theorem would be published, and Reid and Gray’s solicitation of new material 
offered him the same hope as Campbell, to get into print before his rival. After 
Gray ruled out this possibility, at Machin’s urging Maclaurin sent his paper to the 
Royal Society in December, 1732, but it was not published until a few months after 
the appearance of another paper [Braikenridge 17351 on the same subject. When 
he submitted it to the Royal Society, he mentioned in a prefatory note the forth- 
coming publication of ‘ ‘some papers. ” When the paper was finally published in 
1735, Braikenridge’s book had already appeared, and the paper was revised to end 
with a note: “The papers referred to were published in a little Treatise entituled, 
Exercitatio Geometrica de descriptione Curvarum. Londin. 1733.4to” [Maclaurin 
1735, 1651. In the table of contents the same note appeared, but there an editor 
added, ‘ ‘Authore Gulielmo Braikenridge” -supplying the name which Maclaurin 
had omitted, apparently because he believed it was improper for a gentleman to 
mention his adversary by name in print. (In his Defence he cited his steadfast 
refusal to mention Campbell by name, as proof that he had done nothing improper 
in publishing the paper to which Campbell took exception; he seems to have been 
completely unaware that this was precisely what irritated Campbell, who wanted 
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to be explicitly acknowledged as the source of the results. Maclaurin had copied 
without attribution, in effect to be acknowledged by Maclaurin as a mathematician 
of comparable stature, not an inferior.) Many others must have concurred that it 
was improper to mention an adversary by name. Murdoch’s biography, drawn 
largely from a panegyric by Alexander Monro [Tweedie 1915, 1501 stated that in 
seeking the position at Edinburgh Maclaurin faced “the competition of a gentle- 
man eminent for mathematical abilities”, to which Chalmers [1815] adds the la- 
ment “whose name is now forgotten”; this biography was reproduced in several 
other “biographical dictionaries”, none of which was able to identify the competi- 
tor as George Campbell. In fact, of all pre-1900 biographies of Maclaurin I 
have seen, only one [Nichols 17601 ever mentions Campbell by name in any 
context. 
Ironically, Braikenridge [1733, vii] cited “vir cl. Georgius Cambel’ as the dis- 
coverer of the proof of yet another theorem stated by Maclaurin in the privately 
printed supplement to his Geometria organica, a circumstance which I regard as 
evidence that an informal alliance existed between these two, believing that their 
own discoveries were in danger of undeserved attribution to their common rival. 
Campbell [1733] disclosed in full the algorithm he had first announced in 1729. 
Giving detailed examples for cubic and quartic equations, he asserted that the 
procedure was extensible to equations of any degree. His method was to derive 
new equations with exclusively real roots, each root of the derived equation being 
some combination (what we would now call a symmetric function) of the original 
equation’s roots. The functional relationship between the roots of the original and 
derived equations made it possible to infer the presence of complex roots in the 
given equation, from the presence of negative roots in the derived equation. 
In the cubic case only a single derived equation was needed. Supposing the 
roots of the given equation to be a + fi, a - fi, and B - 2a (where -B was the 
second coefficient of the equation, and a and z were real but not necessarily 
rational) and using the Cartesian formulas relating coefficients to the sums and 
products of roots, he produced two cubic equations in a and z. Eliminating a 
between these equations, he derived a single equation in z, with three real roots. If 
all the roots of the derived equation were positive, all the roots of the original 
equation must be real, whereas if any of its roots were negative, the given equa- 
tion must have two complex roots. The constant term of the derived equation, 
significantly, was the discriminant of the given equation. 
In the quartic case, Campbell chose to write the four roots of the given equa- 
tions as B/4 + a rt 6, B/4 - a -C 6, where again -B was the second coeffi- 
cient, and a, m, and n were always real (but not necessarily rational). Defining y = 
m+nandz= mn, he produced three quartics in a, y , and z. Eliminating a left him 
with two quartics, one in y and one in z. He argued that the given quartic could 
have four real roots only if all possible values of mn and m + n were positive, i.e. 
if the signs of the coefficients of both derived equations alternated + - + - + . He 
then segregated the other possibilities into cases implying respectively two and 
four complex roots in the given equation. As in the cubic case, the discriminant of 
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the given equation appears in the coefficients of the derived equations. In both 
cases the result was exact, not just a probable lower bound. 
Coming when the theory of equations was still in its infancy-three decades 
before Waring and Lagrange began to develop the modem theory of symmetric 
functions and over a century before the discriminant took its rightful place in 
algebra-Campbell’s results are remarkable. His cubic procedure was equivalent 
to the Borchardt-Jacobi theorem for degree 3. His quartic result was presented as 
new by Waring [1762, 211, and, I infer, rediscovered again by Walker [ 18671 [2]. 
Waring’s formulation differs numerically from Campbell’s. Campbell chose to 
present the quartic case for an arbitrary fourth-degree polynomial, where on the 
other hand Waring’s example is based on a quartic equation with the coefficient of 
x3 equal to zero. (Since the process of removing the coefficient of x”-* from a 
polynomial of degree n was already well known, Waring’s choice did not make his 
result theoretically inferior to Campbell’s.) However, if we substitute 0 for B (the 
coefficient of x3) in Campbell’s formula, the numbers still do not agree with 
Waring’s, and as Waring’s formulation is presented with no motivation or expla- 
nation of the process by which it was derived, I am unable to reconcile the two or 
to determine why they differ. It is also worth noting that Waring dropped this 
method from his later algebraic volumes (e.g., Waring [ 1782]), perhaps because he 
believed the result as originally printed was incorrect. 
Although Campbell believed his method could be applied to equations of higher 
degree, his failure to produce a quintic example suggests that he had already 
reached the limits of manual computation. By degree six he would have to con- 
tend with three distinct radicands, and instead of B/4 + a + . . . he would have 
terms B/6 + a f 6, B/6 + h 2 fi, and B/6 - (a + h) + G; these would give 
him five equations in the unknowns u, h, x = mnp, y = mn + mp + np, and z = 
m + n + p, which must then be reduced to three equations in x, y, and z. He would 
then have to segregate the different cases of positive and negative roots of these 
equations into those representing 0, 2, 4, and 6 complex roots in the given equa- 
tion. For higher degrees, the procedures become even more complicated. Even a 
computer implementation of such an algorithm would be difficult: assuming the 
details of the classification of the different cases could be programmed, the 
amount of work required by the best known algorithm for nonlinear elimination 
appears to increase exponentially with the degree (cf. Winkler et al. [ 19851). 
BIOGRAPHICAL SUPPLEMENT 
Biographical information, which seemed virtually nonexistent when it was a 
matter of concern to Tweedie, has been somewhat enhanced by the efforts of 
Mills [ 19831 and the Project for Historical Biobibliography [Wallis & Wallis 19861; 
still we are far from having a complete biography of George Campbell. The follow- 
ing material may help to render him less of an enigma, although very elementary 
questions such as when and where he was born remain unanswered. 
In fact Maclaurin [ 1730, 121 mentions that he knew George Campbell as early as 
1719; on his first journey to London with his own papers he also took some written 
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by Campbell, with the stated objective of submitting them to the Royal Society for 
publication. A “Georgius Campbell” appears in the list of graduates of the Uni- 
versity of Edinburgh [EU 1858, 1941 for March 1, 1721. Graduating on the same 
day was one “Nigellus Campbell”; no other Campbells graduated from Edinburgh 
for several years before or after, inviting speculation that these two may have 
been related. As a namesake, Nigellus might have been the son (mentioned in 
Maclaurin’s correspondence [Maclaurin 1982, 1361) of Neil Campbell, then minis- 
ter of Renfrew and later principal of Glasgow University [Maughan 1897, 3041, in 
which case his relation to George Campbell would probably be no closer than a 
first cousin if the following surmises are correct. 
Mills [1983] surmised that a will, written in 1763 by “George Campbell now of 
the City of Durham late Store Keeper of His Majestyes Ordnance Stores at 
Woolwich” could be attributed to George Campbell the mathematician because 
the will (now on file with the Department of Pala=ography and Diplomatic, Univer- 
sity of Durham) referred to his “Mathematical and other Instruments” and men- 
tioned a cousin in Edinburgh. Musgrave [1899, 3351 asserted that George Camp- 
bell, F.R.S. died on May 10, 1766, citing an obituary notice in the Gentleman’s 
Magazine which placed him in Durham but did not mention his affiliation with the 
Royal Society. The critical linkage is found in a footnote in a biography of Ma- 
claurin: “our Author’s doctrine was attacked by Mr Campbell of the Dock-yard at 
Woolwich” [Nichols 1760,3044, Note 81 [3]. This also justifies Wallis and Wallis’s 
citation of Hogg [1963] as a source of information about Campbell’s later years. 
Campbell’s will named two first cousins: Catherine Eccles (the Edinburgh con- 
nection noticed by Mills) and Margaret Cunningham, “daughter of the late Sir 
John Cunninghame Bar’ deceased. ” The Cunninghame connection turns out to be 
more helpful than the Eccles reference. There are three individuals named John 
Cunninghame or Cunningham listed in peerages, etc., who might have been the 
uncle (father of Margaret) mentioned by Campbell. John Cunninghame, 1 lth Earl 
of Glencairne, died in 1703, survived by his son William and a granddaughter 
Margaret, but apparently had no surviving daughters [Paul 19071, so he can be 
ruled out. Sir John Cunningham (no “e”), third Baronet of Caprington, lived until 
1779 [Paterson 1852, 4991 and so also may be excluded from consideration. This 
leaves as the most likely possibility Sir John Cunninghame, Baronet of Robertland 
(an estate in Stewarton Parish in the Cunninghame District of Ayrshire). This 
individual does not appear in any of the published genealogies or local histories of 
Ayrshire, but is mentioned by Crawfurd and Semple [ 1782, 1321 in a rather compli- 
cated narrative which, with some clarification from Robertson [1820, 361-3631, 
builds a stronger case for seeking George Campbell’s antecedents here. The name 
George Campbell seldom appears in Scottish parish records before the 19th Cen- 
tury (George was the patron saint of England, not of Scotland, and the Hanove- 
rian kings named George were not popular in Scotland, where the end of the 
Stuart dynasty was generally lamented) except in Loudon, a parish about ten 
miles south of Stewarton which saw no fewer than five Barons named George 
Campbell beginning in 1484. The second of these, the 14th Baron Loudon in 
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Robertson’s genealogy, left a widow named Marion Auchinleck, who later mar- 
ried William Cunninghame of Craigends (Renfrewshire), of which marriage the 
Robertland Cunninghames were directly descended. Paterson 11852, 4621 men- 
tions Sir David Cunninghame, who became Baronet of Robertland in 1696, and 
then skips to 1778, when the line failed and the title passed to Sir William Cun- 
ninghame of Auchinkeith; Crawfurd’s statement that Sir John “now” held the 
title was apparently written in 1710, and so Campbell’s cousin Margaret Cun- 
ninghame may have been Sir David’s last surviving grandchild. 
In fact the Loudon Parish Registers have a 1685 entry for the baptism of Hugh 
Campbell, son of “John Campbell, minister, and his wife Agnes Cunninghame” 
[43. This is the only documentary evidence I have found of a Campbell-Cun- 
ninghame marriage during the appropriate time period, and there is no record of a 
birth of someone named George Campbell there between 1685 and, say, 1705, 
perhaps because John Campbell moved to a different parish (nearer to Edin- 
burgh?); still the time and place seem about right, and supposing John Campbell 
(unrelated to the Edinburgh Provost?) to be descended from an earlier Baron 
Loudon, he would have had reason later to name a son George. 
Of George Campbell’s life after his dispute with Maclaurin, little has been 
published. He probably moved to London late in 1729, as he published an elemen- 
tary paper [Campbell 1729b] there on October 25 [MC 1729,226], and a year later 
he was admitted to the Royal Society. (In fact, his attack on Maclaurin was 
printed with no indication of the place of publication; while the easy assumption is 
that is was printed in Edinburgh, this too might have been printed in London. A 
copy was delivered to Maclaurin by post, another indication that it may have been 
printed more than a few miles away.) 
Campbell’s checkered career at the Royal Arsenal began in 1734, at a salary of 
f160 per annum. Hogg [ 19631 notes that the Storekeeper was also the Quartermas- 
ter, and during Campbell’s tenure the Quartermaster was reprimanded for allow- 
ing departing officers “to let their houses to strangers who had no shadow of right 
to live in a Crown house on Crown property” (making it difficult to find housing 
for incoming officers). This was a rather minor infraction, compared to a scandal 
that errupted in 1750-1751. At that time a supplier was paid over &lO,OOO for 
goods he had not delivered, but had receipts signed by some of the Woolwich 
officials. Three of them were dismissed outright for their obvious complicity. 
George Campbell was notified that 
he had incurred the highest displeasure, but in regard to his age and infirmities and the hurry 
of business, and as no fraud had been fixed on him, the Board do not proceed to that severity 
his offences require. [Hogg 1963, 3991 
He was allowed to retire at a pension of flO0 per annum. The Clerk of the Survey, 
named Neil Campbell (the Nigellus Campbell who graduated from Edinburgh with 
George Campbell in 172 I ?), was reprimanded and “cautioned to be extremely 
careful in future. ” 
According to Hogg, Campbell’s pension was at first paid quarterly, changing in 
1756 to a complicated process of “bills and debentures.” A letter in the British 
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Library’s Newcastle Papers, Vol. L (i.e., Manuscript Collection Vol. 32,735) 
suggests that the change may have come about earlier than Hogg supposed: 
My Lord 
Mr. Pelham during the time he was first Lord of the Treasury did annually pay to Lord 
Drumore one of the Lords of Session in Scotland for the use of Lord Dun one hundred pounds 
for which his Lordship drew a bill upon me about Lady day. Upon Mr. Pelham’s death I 
spoke to the Duke of Argyll to know to whom I was to apply for the one hundred pounds if 
Lord Drumore should draw upon me as usual, who told me he had spoken to your Grace upon 
the subject, & that you would continue to pay it. The bill is now drawn upon me and if 
agreeable to your Grace I will take the liberty of waiting on you tomorrow morning with the 
bill, or any other time more convenient to your Grace. 1 am, 
My Lord 
Your Grace’s most Dutyfull 
& abed’. humble Servant 
Geo. Campbell 
Strand 20th June 1754 
The signature appears identical to the signature on the Durham will, and the 
coincidence of the monetary amount leaves little doubt that the letter was written 
by the retired Woolwich Storekeeper. Besides placing George Campbell in the 
London area in 1754, it confirms that he was acquainted with (but probably not 
related to) the Duke of Argyll. Maclaurin had sent a copy of his Defence to Lord 
Islay (a title used by Archibald Campbell before he became Duke of Argyll in 
1743), probably because Campbell had sent his Remarks there also. His inferred 
nonrelationship with the Duke also probably rules out a speculative family con- 
nection with Colin Campbell (d. 1752 [Musgrave 1899]), who was elected to the 
Royal Society on the same day as George [Thomson 18121; according to Taylor 
[1966, 171-1721 Colin may have been a nephew of Lord Islay. Maty [1787, 5841 
added to the confusion by listing Colin Campbell as the author of George Camp- 
bell’s [1728] paper and omitting George’s name entirely from his index. 
The pseudonym “P.M. of Durham” appears among the mathematical queries in 
the Ladies’ Diary beginning in 1759. According to Wallis and Wallis [1986] this 
contributor was George Campbell. His acquaintance with Thomas Simpson, the 
editor, probably goes back to 1741 when the latter became Second Master of 
Mathematics at the Royal Academy in Woolwich [Clarke 19291. 
Campbell’s will was written in Durham in 1763, with a codicil added in April 
1766, a month before he died. He requested a “very private burial” in St. Os- 
wald’s Parish, Durham. A search for Campbell’s grave there in 1986 was unsuc- 
cessful: many of the 18thCentury monuments were weathered to the point of 
illegibility, and others had been displaced entirely due to the paving and widening 
of Church Street by the City of Durham. 
NOTES 
1. For acquisition information see Catalogue of manuscripts acquired since 1925, Vol. II (Edin- 
burgh: National Library of Scotland, 1966), pp. 27, 122. A referee has suggested that the copyist was 
the same James Primrose, later minister at Crichton, who is listed among the subscribers to 
Maclaurin’s [ 17481 posthumous work. 
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2. Walker’s oral presentation was never fully published; the cited reference is a brief abstract in the 
minutes of a meeting. 
3. The Maclaurin article is signed “P,” which according to the second edition’s preface [BB II 1778, 
xx] identified material written by “Dr. Nichols”, and a review of volume 2 of the second edition 
mentions that the letter P stood for his first name, Philip [CR, March 1780, 1861. Most of the text was 
taken verbatim from the biography inserted by Murdoch in his edition of Maclaurin [ 17481. Nichols 
improved it by adding marginal notes, including material such as the item cited here. He evidently 
favored the acknowledgment of controversy, and in 1763 went so far as to publish a pamphlet contain- 
ing controversial material concerning Bishop Warburton which had been expunged by the editors of 
Biogruphiu Britannica; in that pamphlet he styled himself a “poor penitent thief”, an indication that 
this was the Philip Nichols who had been expelled from Cambridge for “serious crimes” [Venn and 
Venn 19221. He probably knew Campbell by reputation only: had they been personally acquainted, he 
might have been able to identify Campbell as Maclaurin’s competitor for the professorship at Edin- 
burgh. This implies, on the other hand, that Campbell’s reputation was substantial in 1748, when 
Nichols (according to another of his notes) was preparing Maclaurin’s biography. Indeed, although he 
was “Mr. Campbell” in all earlier references, when he died he was “Geo. Campbell, Esq.” [GM, June 
17661, a level above the ordinary gentleman in England’s highly stratified society. 
4. The Loudon Parish Registers are contained in the Old Parochial Registers manuscript #603, New 
Register House, Edinburgh, and microfilms are available at major genealogical libraries. The Cun- 
ninghame-Campbell connection is barely legible in the original document, but is confirmed by a typed 
index at the end of the volume. 
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